A NIC Deeper Dive Webinar:
Getting to Yes on Privacy &
Confidentiality

Welcome to Getting to Yes on Privacy & Confidentiality
 Register on the NIC Collaboration Hub: https://hub.nic-us.org
 Connect to Webinar through Uberconference by computer:
• www.uberconference.com/stewardsofchange

• If you experience audio issues, call in at 631-760-1795
• If you have any technical problems, contact
Michael Kerr: mkerr@stewardsofchange.org or 240-476-1996
 Use the chat function to ask questions.
 The webinar will be recorded, so you and others can access later.

 Join the Confidentiality & Privacy Group conversation on the Hub
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On Social Media:

#PCWebinar2018

@StewardsChange

@AcademyHealth
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Our Hosts:

Daniel Stein

Ivy Pool

President, SOC Institute and Co-P.I.,
National Interoperability Collaborative

Senior Consultant,
Stewards of Change Institute

@DanielLStein

@ivyapool
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Our Speakers:

Barbara Cohn

Carrie Hoff

Jennifer Bernstein

Managing Member of BLC Strategic
Advisors, LLC
Former NYS Chief Data Officer

Deputy Director, County of San
Diego’s Health and Human Services
Agency

Deputy Director, Network for Public
Health Law, Mid-States Region
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Barbara Cohn

Barbara Cohn
Managing Member of BLC Strategic
Advisors, LLC
Former Chief Data Officer, NY State

Barbara Cohn takes the optimistic view that policy and legal
issues are solvable and perceived obstacles can be
overcome. Barb will share her experience using legal and
policy analysis to challenge entrenched thinking by
unearthing helpful provisions and offering new
interpretations and applications of existing laws – all the
while, respecting and safeguarding clients’ interests as
protected under the law. Barb knows it can be done,
because she’s done it (twice!), when she was the Chief Data
Officer for New York State and in the City of New York’s
implementation of HHS-Connect.
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Carrie Hoff

Carrie Hoff
Deputy Director, County of San
Diego’s Health and Human Services
Agency

Carrie Hoff understands that whether implementing a new
technology or promoting a new business practice, the
bottom line is changing human behavior. Easy, right? Carrie
has been bobbing and weaving through a maze of reactions
encountered along the journey of launching a new computer
system that reduces self-imposed boundaries. She’ll share
insights and practical tips she’s learned while leading a
paradigm shift in the way services are delivered in San
Diego County.
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Jennifer Bernstein

Jennifer Bernstein

Jennifer Bernstein is a national expert on health information
and data-sharing initiatives. As the Deputy Director for the
Network for Public Health Law’s Mid-States Region, Jennifer
provides guidance to organizations on the interplay between
state and federal laws related to information-sharing and
interoperability. Jennifer will share her perspective, along
with specific examples, of how the law can be used as a tool
for success.

Deputy Director, Network for Public
Health Law, Mid-States Region
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Getting to Yes on Privacy & Confidentiality
Question 1:
What conditions are needed to craft a strong
data sharing MOU?
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Steps to developing an MOU
1. Establish facts
-- Data
-- Participants
-- Flow

2. Identify law
-- Data Type
-- Data Source

3. Apply law
-- Prerequisites, conditions, limitations

4. Establish & document terms for sharing
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MOU and DUA elements
» Parties
» Name all known parties
» Provide for the ability to add additional parties after initial agreement is operational

» Purpose
» Articulate the overall purpose of the data sharing collaboration
» Articulate each particular use of the data
“For inclusion in the case management system to coordinate, manage, track, and
report on services provided to individuals and families.”
“For research and evaluation purposes to study and report on the impact of services.”

» Communications
» Publication and dissemination of results
» Public disclosure of data, de-identification requirements
» Communication standards between parties to the agreement
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MOU and DUA elements
» Definitions
» Any entities or elements that are unique to this data collaboration or require a
definition for shared understanding
» Terms used within the agreement that might not have a shared meaning or
understanding across sectors
» Naming conventions and standards for data elements

» Data to be provided + description of data
» Elements
» Data provider, data recipient
» Frequency
» Format
» Method of exchange
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below. The information in this Exhibit will be negotiated by the parties throughout the term of this
Agreement and is subject to modification by mutual agreement.
Exhibit B: Data Specification
The matrix shows the data elements to be shared with Camden ARISE under this Master Data
Sharing Agreement.
Individual-Level Data Sharing
Data Type

Update Frequency

Demographic Data
Client ID

Monthly

First Name

Monthly

Middle Name

Monthly

Last Name

Monthly

Social Security Number

Monthly

Address

Monthly

Date of Birth

Monthly

Race

Monthly

Ethnicity

Monthly

Primary Language

Monthly

Gender

Monthly

Family Code

Monthly

Guardian Name(s)

Monthly

Guardian Relationship(s)

Monthly

Homeless

Monthly

Program Enrollment Data
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MOU and DUA elements
» Privacy and security requirements
» Custodial responsibility and data stewardship practices
» Roles and responsibilities of the parties to agreement
» Permissible use, linking, sharing and disclosure
» Governing law – HIPAA, FERPA, 42 CFR Part 2, state law

“The Data provided under this Agreement shall be used and maintained in
accordance with applicable provisions of federal, state, and local laws, rules and
regulations.”
» Policies and procedures for reporting data breaches or unauthorized disclosures
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MOU and DUA elements
» Period of agreement
» Termination
» Warranties
» Generally no warranties for data quality and linkage quality

» Boilerplate
» Authority
» Entire agreement
» Severability
» Limitations on liability
» No third party beneficiaries
» Governing law
» Modification
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Getting to Yes on Privacy & Confidentiality
Question 2:

Is it better to start from “what can be shared” or
“what data do users want?”
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How to Start the Journey of Data
Sharing
Is it Better to Start From:

What Data Can be Shared?
or
17

What Data do Users Want?
17

Always begin with the business need
What Data Do Users Want

And Why?
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What Data Do Users Want
Agency 1
Agency 1

Data on services
provided
individual

Data on individuals
served

Agency 1

Number of
individuals served
by program

User

What is Persona of the User?
Roles & responsibilities,
Affiliation; Researcher, Child
care case worker, Physician,
Agency Administrator, other

Agency 2

Agency 2

Data on individuals
served

Individuals’ service
history with
Agency

Agency 1
Demographics of
individuals served

Agency 3
Data on
individuals served
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What Data Do Users Want
What is the Source of the Data User Wants?
What Laws Govern? Federal, State, Local

Labor
Tax,
SSA
Privacy Act

42 CFR-2

FERPA
Education

Health

Child Care

CAPTA

Mental
Hygiene

Criminal
Justice

HIPAA

Social
Services
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What Can Be Shared
Protected Client Information to Authorized Data Sharing
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Data Sharing Spectrum
Protected Client Information to Authorized Data Sharing
Gray area - abstruse
legal boundaries. Legally
permissible data sharing
is clouded in confusion

No disclosure:
Sealed records;
Expunged
records

e.g., Data
sharing
authorized by
law,
regulation,
MOU,
consent, not a
protected
class of
information,
no legal bar
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The Gray Area
Challenges Often Cited as Barriers
•

We don’t have the technical expertise, capacity, money, or infrastructure to build a secure system

•

Variation in interpretations and application of laws and policies

•

We have never done this before; longstanding cultural trends and norms; fear of litigation; lack of trust

•

The public won’t understand; potential criticism

•

Inconsistent/conflicting federal, state, and local laws

•

Ambiguous federal, state and local laws; absence of guidelines

•

It is based on unsure footing; Is it legal? There are no clear guidelines; We will be in conflict with privacy and
confidentiality laws and regulations

What Data Can Be Shared

Identifying characteristics of the data, source of the data,
Combined
With an understanding of who will be utilizing the data,
Helps inform what data can be shared
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What Data Can Be Shared
Solutions Framework
Falls broadly into three main, but inter-related areas:
•

The first is about purpose:
• This relates to the data and intended use of the data - from whom, to
whom, and by whom. Identify priorities, high value use cases

•

The second is the legal analysis:
• Of the data (content, characteristics, source, etc.); The intended use and
disclosure (to whom and by whom); The extent to which it is permissible to
share the data in accordance with all applicable laws and regulations.

•

The third is:
• For any data exchange, there needs to be a regard to its relevance,
necessity, benefit, and requisite security and data protection safeguards.
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Understanding the Intended Use of the Data
Below are just a sampling of questions – the answers to which should be reviewed alongside all
applicable federal, state, and local laws and regulations.
• What data is being sought
• The content of the data sought ; Identifying characteristics of the data; is the data aggregated
or does it contain PII; does the data relate to a class of individuals or conditions granted
special consideration under the law; etc
• The source of the data
• The entity requesting access to the information
• The purpose and intended use of the data ; That other means of achieving the same purpose
are either not practically available or are already being used
• Is the intended use of the data limited to research purposes
• The roles and responsibilities of the user within the entity
• This will help inform what data can be shared by understanding what data is necessary
for the users to accomplish their intended purpose in furtherance of the administration
of their roles and responsibilities.
• The added-value/benefits to leveraging the data.
• The existence of statutory and/or regulatory restrictions regarding disclosure of the data
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Moving from Need to Know,
to Responsibility to Provide
It’s Not Whether We Should but, rather,
How Should We
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Example of Organizing/Governance Structure for Path Forward
Data sharing must include policy transparency that enhances trust
Governance Element

Content

Construct

Objective/Strategy

What is the overall objective or strategy that needs to be accomplished with
regard to either the construct or the content?

• Formalize vision and value proposition
(roadmap, blueprint, strategic plan)

Control/Ownership

What is the nature of control or ownership required to achieve these objectives
with regard to either the construct or the content?

• Establish structure to formalize (sometimes
this takes the form of an executive order,
statute, but has been accomplished as noted
below via administrative governing body)

Organization and Roles

What organizational entity/structure(s) should be created, and what roles, in
order to achieve the objectives and support the processes?

Legal & Policy

Identify applicable federal, state and local laws and regulations that must be
considered in advancing data exchange/sharing to ensure compliance and
execution of all participants responsibilities?

Technical
Solutions/Processes

What technical solutions and processes are required to be implemented to
achieve the objectives?

Policies/Procedures

What policies/procedures should underpin the governance activities to ensure
compliance and execution of all participants responsibilities?

• Establish governing body comprised of
Executive Branch and Agency directors, and
conduct regular meetings (bi-monthly)
• Develop governance charter as necessary

• Establish Legal & Policy working group –
forum for discussion. Develop MOUs / MOAs
/ exchange agreements, protocols,
procedures, as appropriate
• Legal & Policy requirements must inform
security/data protection technologies and
policy including, but not limited to:
authorization, access, storage, transmission,
security standards, and audit controls
• Define outcomes, goals and corresponding
metrics

Measurement &
Metrics

How will success be measured?
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Getting to Yes on Privacy & Confidentiality
Question 3:
What are some strategies for “getting to yes” when
you encounter strong opposition?
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Getting to Yes
When Facing Strong Opposition
Carrie Hoff, Deputy Director
County of San Diego
September 2018

ACKNOWLEDGE PERSPECTIVE

YOU SAY:

I have a great idea for you!

THEY SAY:

No!

FEELS LIKE:

This is
broken!

This works
for us!

ACTUAL FOCUS:

There are
Opportunities for
Improvement!
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Change
Introduces
The Unknown

= Risk!
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MANAGING CHANGE IN AN EMERGING FIELD

Want this?
32

You need
this first.
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TOOLS FOR CHANGE

Power

Influence

Persuasion

!

Best in Small
Doses
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Convincingly
Effective

:)

Earned
Cooperation
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STRATEGIC COMMUNICATION

• Simple
• Unexpected
• Concrete
• Evokes Emotion
• Uses Stories

Frankes – openclipart.org

Helping Others See Opportunities
Heath & Heath, Made to Stick, 2008
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Thank you!
…And good luck!
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Step-by-Step

The NIC Collaboration
Hub

Click the link
to register

https://hub.nic-us.org/

Join the Confidentiality
and Privacy Group

Add comments and
questions in the forum
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Thank You!
 Sign in to the NIC Collaboration Hub
 Join the Confidentiality & Privacy Group on the Hub, and have your say!
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Contact Us
nic-us.org
hub.nic-us.org
@NICnetworks

stewardsofchange.org
@StewardsChange

Academyhealth.org
@AcademyHealth

389
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